Meeting start at 6:03
Robert seconds Jamie approves agenda Robyn
Comments for the chair last board meeting for the term Emma will be taking my position and
Robert wants to stay on
We’ll elect a new staff rep
Trust staff to facilitate with volunteers to get new board reps
Jamie might be staying on in Bylaw Editor in Chief is entitled to a spot we can talk if everyone
wants to stay on I’m really proud of what we’ve done this year I’ve seen a vast improvement I’ve
had a great time on as VP ops
This is my last report I’m glad to have served this year was more productive than last year still a
long way to go but it was progress
Nathan Fung will be back as News Editor
Andrew Mcwhinney will be Opinion
Jonah Dunch will be Arts
Richard Bagan will be photo
We will be circulating our final issue on Thursday I recommend we look into a different printer
this other company uses a different process but you can look into that
John question
Is there no van rental budget
Jamie
In the past there has been but we haven’t used it
CSL students have completed their projects it was an interesting experience but I probably
wouldn’t recommend it because it took a lot of edits
Jamie
To use the benefit of supervising students in an academic program is great for grad school
applications
April post count was 160
And we’ll be having a volunteer event on Sunday the 22nd and we gave a half page for free
drink tickets
Robyn
What’s the standard for transition

Jamie
Report is due on April 15th and then 1 on 1 stuff after
Robyn
Online
March was a great month
No new business no old business
Adding 6b on board me
Circulation in Johns year we rented a van and drove it around I was 24 and we could still rent
the van
Robyn
Was that pre independence
John
This was 2010/11
We had 35 boxes each month this year
Rental sounds reasonable
You should check if Victoria has a smart car
Karen
I know pogo would like to reach out to students maybe they would trade you ads for cars maybe
print an ad they’re daily rate is $50
I’m interested in positions that don’t change with the academic year
We’ll need new for member at large

If the outgoing eic doesn’t take the spot it goes vacant
I think a decision by the end of this month I’m happy to handle this before April 20th we can
move on filling those seats
I’m happy to stay on as either continuity or community and I’m happy to stay on if we have to fill
spots

Karen
I’ve been kicking around so I feel like we can do some shifting and I’ve had some conversation
with Alumni lillbuen the trick with him is that he can’t do it until the fall but it feels like we don’t
need a full board if me leaving opens up space that feels like a good suggestion I think my time
is over
Robyn
You’ve been a sound voice of reason we appreciate and we’ll continue to tap you
We’ll do a kick-off meeting in May after staff and volunteer elections
Evan
This is my last fall term but I love the gateway probably the volunteer rep is taken but any spots
is good with
Lee
I’m happy to stay on the board if I can’t come anymore I’ll let you know
Jonn
I’m ok with staying on I could continue staying on
Alex
I’m willing to continue but I understand other folks might want to do this as well
Jamie
I’m lukewarm and trying to focus on academics I’ll let you know within the week
What that leaves us with oumar as eic two volunteer reps alex in continuity one more elected
continuity
I’m happy to work with you Oumar to initiate that start up meeting in May and we’ll
I’ll make sure we have a general meeting for volunteers to vote in two representatives
Mid May sounds like a good time

Put out an advertisement for student at large position on the board
Board meeting ends at 6:52

